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With a fresh Western aesthetic that pays tribute to its pristine
mountainside setting, a Montana family retreat is warm,
welcoming and—given its grand scale—surprisingly cozy

Story by Eliza Cross
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A large painting by Swiss artist Marta Oppikofer hangs
between two Zentique wingback chairs, with a gnarled burl
wood table adding a rustic touch. FACING PAGE: Homeowner and
interior designer Tracey Byrne prefers large furniture like
this oversized family room sectional, which she topped with
Mongolian lamb fur pillows. The sheep painting is by Adam Sakovy.
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Overlooking the ski slopes, the kitchen nook—featuring
a custom leather-upholstered banquette by Green Seam
Designs—is one of Byrne’s favorite spaces. The landscape artwork is an interactive sand picture by Klaus
Bösch. FACING PAGE, FROM TOP: For the kitchen,
Byrne specified custom black matte cabinetry and two
islands, which she illuminated with a quartet of Zurich
Lanterns by Vaughan Designs. White antler wall mounts
and a geometric mirror elevate a simple sideboard.

Architecture by LOCATI ARCHITECTS

Interior Design by TRACEY BYRNE

Construction by SCHLAUCH BOTTCHER CONSTRUCTION

“My motto is ‘Go big or go home,’”
says interior designer Tracey Byrne, whose bold style has plenty of room to shine in
her family’s ski-in/ski-out home at the Yellowstone Club in Big Sky, Montana.
The 7,300-square-foot, six-bedroom home is large by anyone’s standards, but
Byrne’s goal was to make the expansive space feel cozy and inviting. “Because we
spend a lot of time here in the winter, I chose furnishings that are soft, comfortable
and textural,” the designer and founder of Beverly, Massachusetts-based design firm
the Waldyn Group explains. “My style tends toward neutral colors like grays, whites,
creams and browns, and the natural, organic palette helps the interiors blend with
the landscape outside.”
Byrne’s husband Sam is the co-founder and managing partner of CrossHarbor
Capital Partners, the principal owner of the Yellowstone Club. So when the development’s new Hillside enclave debuted, the Byrnes were in the fortunate position to be
able to choose one of the first building sites right on the ski slope. Next, they turned
to principal architect Jerry Locati and project manager Andy Daigle of Bozemanbased Locati Architects to create their new family retreat. >>
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“Sam and I had worked together on other projects, so the design process was very collaborative,” recalls
Locati, who has designed many homes at the Yellowstone Club. “We all agreed that we wanted this home to
have the warmth and feel of Montana but with a very modern and sophisticated design.”
The three-level structure has high ceilings, a central stairway and abundant windows that flood the home
with natural light. An open kitchen, living and dining space, an adjacent outdoor living area that can be
enjoyed year-round, and a bunkroom and separate family room provide plenty of private and public spaces
for the family of five.
Tracey specified a mix of rustic and modern materials for the interiors, including reclaimed snow fencing,
weathered to a light shade of gray, which covers many of the home’s walls and ceilings. “The old wood >>

LARGE-SCALE STYLE

“When the interplay between furnishings, lighting and finishes is just right, people feel more relaxed and
comfortable,” says interior designer Tracey Byrne, who shares these tips for achieving design alchemy in large rooms.

LOFTY LIGHTS “Too-small fixtures are a
common mistake. Tall ceilings call for
large-volume lighting that complements
the scale of the room.”
SUPERSIZED SOFAS Byrne likes deep
couches to accommodate people of all
sizes, and lots of soft pillows and throws to
invite lingering and conversation.
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ARTFUL ANGLES “Horizontal elements in
tall, vertical spaces add visual balance.”
Byrne specified horizontal styling in details
like her home’s reclaimed wood walls,
windows, narrow rock masonry and the
living room fireplace’s screen.

SUBSTANTIAL ARTWORK “Larger pieces
help ground large wall expanses and
make a bold statement.”
DESIGN DOUBLES “I like pairs of things,”
says Byrne, who flanked the master
bedroom’s fireplace with two large handled
baskets and arranged a duo of lambskintopped stools in the sitting area.

In the dining/living area, a twig chandelier
by Wish Designs USA is flanked by two
airy Crystal Galaxy chandeliers from Edge
Lighting. FACING PAGE, FROM FAR LEFT:
Byrne employed plenty of soft, textural
furnishings, like the pair of fleecy poufs
in a sitting area that opens to the patio. A
fireplace makes for cozy gatherings around
the outdoor living area’s weatherproof Raw
Concrete dining table by Teak Warehouse.
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In the master suite, Byrne paired the gleaming Landon Metal Poster Bed from Bernhardt Interiors with a soft fluffy rug from
the Sheepskin Factory. The walls and ceiling are covered in weathered reclaimed snow fencing; the horizontal fireplace
stonework and mantel create visual balance in the tall space. FACING PAGE: A vintage painting creates a focal point above
the master bathroom’s soaking tub, and soft gray honed marble counters provide contrast with black custom cabinetry.

gives the feeling of authentic Montana, but it’s also clean and contemporary,” she explains. A crackling fire warms a hearth clad in a handsome stone veneer in shades of gray
and black, and subtly patterned white oak floors run throughout the main living area,
in a design similar to a vintage French floor panel Byrne found at a Paris flea market.
Oversized sofas covered with sumptuous pillows invite relaxation after a long day on
the slopes, and the dramatic large-scale chandeliers hanging overhead are Byrne trademarks. “I love generously proportioned fixtures, and I think my favorite one is the Wish
Designs branch chandelier in the living room,” she says. “Its form is very traditional—
like a classic French chandelier—but it’s handmade from messy-looking twigs.”
Bold matte-black cabinetry dominates the hardworking kitchen. “I like to have a
big working space to cook, and since we had the room we put in two islands topped
with honed gray marble,” says Byrne, a former professional baker. “I know people warn
against marble counters because the stone shows stains, but I like the stains. They’re
authentic—and the fact is that when we cook, sometimes we spill things.”
The kitchen nook, which faces the ski slope, is one of the designer’s favorite spaces.
“It has a raised banquette that’s extra deep so we can squeeze in dogs, kids and lots of
pillows,” she explains. “I love to curl up there with a cup of coffee and watch my three
sons ski.” This designer, it seems, has figured out how to go big and go home—all in
the same beautiful place. o
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For a guide to this home’s products and pros,
visit mountainliving.com/contemporarychalet.
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